Enhances quality of life
and improves mobility
for all dogs
• Outdoor Uses:
allergy prevention,
heat/cold protection,
and wound/injury
protection

• Traction on
slippery surfaces
for dogs of
all ages/sizes

PowerPaws™ are economical, durable, and fit virtually all breeds and sizes. They are
lightweight, breathable, and comfortable. They do not require Velcro or buckles to stay
on, and dogs don’t mind wearing them. PowerPaws™ are easy to care for and can be
machine washed and dried (cool temp, or warm to shrink a little).
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING:

“Power Paws give my Yorkie Bear confidence to walk on our tile and hardwood. She looks
adorable, and she has the traction to keep up with the kids!”
“Our Collie slides on our new hardwood floors. With Power Paws, he has the confidence to move
where he wants, when he wants!”
“Power Paws keep my dog’s feet warmer and my house cleaner. What a fun and practical product!
“Sam has allergies. We now wear Power Paws outdoors, and when we get home, I remove them
and toss them in the wash. No more allergies, no more licking his pads, and no more meds!”
AS FEATURED IN:

Easy to order:
woodrowwear.com
408-391-1916
1-877-737-3545 (US, Toll Free)
info@woodrowwear.com

Woodrow Wear, LLC
1702-L Meridian Ave. #161
San Jose, CA 95125

US PATENT D-598,613

Uses and Applications:
For Medical Needs:

The Power to Stand
The Power to Stop
The Power to Go!
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Indoors, use Power Paws for orthopedic injuries, rehab, plus dermatitis,
granuloma, neurological, and spinal issues. Outdoors, use for protection
from allergies, heat, cold, salt, and snow. Suggested use is socks on all
four feet.

For Traction:
Dogs with hip dysplasia and arthritus need traction. Power Paws give
dogs the power to stand, the power to move, and the power to stop!!
This translates to quality of life! Suggested use is on the back feet only
or on all four feet as needed.

For Mobility:
Senior dogs often lose confidence and ability to get around on hardwood,
tile, and linoleum floors. Power Paws make movement easier for dogs of
all sizes and breeds - increasing quality of life for your pet! Suggested use
is socks on all four feet.

For Outdoor Use:
Power Paws are quite useful outdoors too! For snow use, spray a few
coats of waterproof spray on the socks, let dry, and go! For extreme
heat applications such as desert pavement and sand, a waterproof
spray may provide some additional protection against wear. Suggested
use is on all four feet.

For Protecting Floors:
Dog’s nails scratch hardwood floors, and refinishing is expensive and
inconvenient. Power Paws provide a layer of protection between the
dog’s nails and the floor - eliminating (additional) scratches. Suggested
use is socks on all four feet.

For Fashion:
All dogs enjoy looking good on occasion, and some dogs dress up daily!
Power Paws come in colors and designs that compliment every dog’s
style and personality. Suggested use is on all four feet.

For Cleanliness:
Clean dogs always find a way to get their feet dirty soon after grooming.
Power Paws keeps feet clean, and warm. Suggested use is socks on all
four feet.

Other Uses:
Power Paws protect dogs from running into, and sliding into, cabinets. This
works in a home, and in moving vehicles like boats and RVs. Additionally,
Power Paws keep dog’s nails from poking through leather seats in a car.

Size/Weight/Breed guide based on averages
Size Guide*
XXS
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

Less than 12# - Breeds like Chihuahua, Maltese, MinPin
12-25# - Small Terrier breeds, Yorkie, Silkie
25-45# - Poodle, small Bulldog breeds
45-75# - Larger Terrier breds, larger Bulldog breeds
75-95# - Labradors, Boxers, Pinschers
95-130# - Shephards, Rottweilers, Basset Hounds
130-180# - Great Dane, Bernese Mountain Dog
180# + - St. Bernard, Bull Mastiff

* Individual fit may vary. This is a suggested size guide only

